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H TtMpoon Sod JiTepoon Baking Powder y"" "I Tableipooiu Bunte Cocoa Cop of Melted Butter j? aat-- , F,

Brat eu until light. Gradually add sugar.
melted ahortening (batter) and soar milk in which
the toda bas been dissolved. Sift flonr, cocoa and bak-
ing powder. Add vanilla. Poor into three small layer
cake pans and bake in moderate oven about 25 minutes.
Jirver use chocolate use Bunte Cocoa instead.
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A really delicious cake out of the(ordinary gives'a delightful note to the simplest meal!

B AKE with Bunte's Cocoa it has the pure choc-

olate flavor grown by Nature. fnith lour i)

In the cocoa bean are all the essential properties which
go to make cocoa and chocolate. A particular blend of
cocoa beans, used only in Bunte's cocoa, goes to make

that chocolate flavor. Only the highest grade ,

bitter center of the cocoa bean removes the bitter
shell and gives you the pure meat 100 soluble
so pure it takes the place of chocolate for all cooking
purposes.

Variety is the spice of appetite. Your tea and coffee
will taste beter if you change occasionally to Bunte's
Cocoa you will be refreshed and stimulated by this
different drink.

Discover for yourself the chocolate flavor that is the

most popular jn America. Test its purity. Bunte's
Cocoa has all of the pure, concentrated chocolate
flavor of the cocoa bean. There's no waste no loss
with Bunte's Cocoa.

Bake with it. Cook with it. You will save time and
labor as well as money. Chocolate must be grated.
Cocoa comes ready for use. Try the recipe shown
here, and surprise your family with the "most pop-
ular cake in America."

beans are selected.

The Dutch Process of manufacture takes out the
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BUOTE BROTHERS Established 1876
Makers of World Famous Candies and Cocoawthisatiaaetion!
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